
The business of musicals
U EN NG

MUSICALS sell very
well apparently
Istana Budaya alone
has seen three so
far this year one of

which was a Broadway produc
tion of The West Side Story while
one is in production now Uda dan
Dara and another CMC returns
for a second run on July 27 And
two more are forthcoming includ
ing Tun Mahathir the Musical
from Sept 24 to Oct 4
The Kuala Performing Arts

Centre KLPaC has had a musical
version of Garcia Lorca s The
House ofBernarda Alba in earlier
this year and has a revue SHOUT
The Mod Musical currently in
production The Actors Studio
recently concluded its long
running Adam the Musical and
the Hollywood cabaret version
of Shakespeare s Taming of the
Shrew closed last Sunday at PJ
Live Arts

Musicals are spectacular in a
way that plays aren t and they
provide variety through spoken
dialogue singing music and dance
that is absent from other media
»except opera to some extent and
Hollywood films — if onemedium
doesn t appeal another will And
music is a universal language so
combining all three forms into a
single medium makes a great deal
artistic and psychological sense
Musicals can be based on
heavier plays or stories The
Shrew is an obvious one and
Leonard Bernstein s West Side
Story is based on Shakespeare s
Romeo and Juliet or they can
He serious Adam was about
living with HIV and AIDS or
funny Cud —a comedyabout
window cleaners But they are
all intended primarily to entertain
and all have some aspect of
humour and heartbreak joy and
pain
For an their apparent

lightness however musicals
are immensely difficult to stage
whereas in theatre you would
audition an actor purely for acting
and movement they must be
able to walk and talk at the same
time in musicals you need people
who can act sing and dance and
this is one of the main differences
between musicals and operas the
latter involve singers first and
everything else second if at all
People who are good at all

three are sometimes called triple
threats But they are very rare
and in their absence directors
tend to favour those with more
pronounced acting skills—
formidable actors in principal
roles can always Henry Higgins

their way out of lyrics in the same
way Sir Rex Harrison did in My
Fair Lady — provided thereis
sufficient coverage from singers
in secondary or ensemble acting
roles
This only works if your lead

is truly formidable such as like
Rex Harrison himself and so the
ideal worse case scenario is to
find actors who can at least sing a
little or learn through rehearsals
while dance routines can be
swept under the carpet of clever
choreography

This way we sometimes uncover
hidden talents before the film
version of Mamma Mia who

would have thought Meryl Streep
could sing Or James Marsden
in Enchanted or the 2008 film

version of Hairspray Marsden s
other notable film appearances
were as Cyclops in the X Men
franchise
Musicals also have two directors

one for the stage and one for the
pit — the pit beingunderneath
the front of the stage where one
squeezes all the musicians in like

sardines There are orchestral

pits in Istana Budaya and the KL
City Hall Auditorium and other
theatres make do with virtual
pits either by raising the stage
and placing musicians on the floor
in front of it by placing them
backstage or by marking a section
somewhere in the wings
The acting music division

also applies in rehearsals and
actors spend a great deal of
time shuttling between the two
directors singers who can t act
spend more time with the director

and actors who can t sing go to
the music director — thestrangest
feeling an actor can have in the
latter instance is to sing his or
her lines which somehow restricts
movement and first time musical
actors often turn into singing
blocks of wood
Despite these challenges and

their attendant financial demands
— musicals often require atleast

twice the personnel needed in
plays — music theatre hasa
strong pull in Malaysia because
it is immensely popular someone
who would otherwise die of
boredom watching a play will
happily pay RM300 or more for a
good seat at a musical and as an
industry the pressure that musical
productions put on multi talented
actors should help raise standards
very quickly
If you can t dance you can

perhaps hide under the carpet
— but if you can t sing or actit

will show immediately And so
the increasing number of musical
productions on Kuala Lumpur
stages is something we ought to
look forward to not least because
we seem to be doing more of it
at a fraction of the price —with
the exception of imported shows
of course and the occasional
big budget production — thanour
friends in Singapore
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